MCI Process for Military Airplane Instructors (08/03/13)

START HERE

Yes
Have you ever held any
FAA flight instructor
certificate before?

Yes

Has your flight
instructor certificate
expired?

No
Have you been an IP in
a single or multiengine
non‐center thrust?

No

Then

You can add any additional instructor
ratings from you’re your military
experience at the FSDO; you can’t take
the MCI test.

No

Ok, you have been an IP in a
multiengine centerline thrust plane.

The End

Yes
Do you have
commercial pilot
privileges for planes
you instructed in?

You have to reinstate that certificate
with a checkride first per 61.199.

No

You must take MCA
test to get commercial
(unless you possess a
previous commercial
certificate for some
other aircraft).

Do you have a
commercial pilot
certificate for the
airplane you have
instructed in?

Yes

No

Take MCA test to get
commercial (unless
you possess a
previous commercial
certificate for some
other aircraft).

Yes

Have you been an
IP in multiengine
non‐center thrust
only?

Yes

No
Have you been an
IP in single engine
only?
No
Have you been an
IP in both single
engine &
multiengine non‐
center thrust?

Yes

You’ll receive
Flight Instructor
multiengine &
Instrument
airplane.

You’ll receive
flight instructor
single engine &
instrument
airplane.

No (Private
Only or Less)

Yes
You’ll receive
flight instructor
single engine,
multiengine &
instrument
airplane.

The End

You must take
the commercial
or ATP pilot
checkride for
the “other” kind
of airplane first.
(ATP will require
that you already
have an ATP or you
have prerequisite
hours and ATP
written test.)

Take the MCI test and
you’ll receive a flight
instructor certificate for
instrument airplane.

If you would
like to add
more…

If you would like to add more…

Do you want to add flight instructor for
either single or multiengine? If so…
Do you have a
commercial pilot
certificate for the
single or multiengine
you want to add?

Ok, so now let’s say
you want to add
instructor in the
“other” airplane.

Do you have
commercial
or ATP for the
“other” kind
of airplane?
Yes
Take the flight
instructor “other”
kind of airplane
checkride with
local designated
examiner.

The End

No

Yes
Take the Flight
Instructor
Airplane (FIA) test.
Take the flight
instructor
checkride with a
local designated
examiner for
flight instructor
in that kind of
airplane.
The End

Take the
commercial or
ATP pilot
checkride for
the type of
airplane you
want to add.
(ATP will
require that
you already
have an ATP
or you have
prerequisite
hours and ATP
written test.)

